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Logos is a stepping stone for the many students who go through our program as we 
seek to educate for life and eternity. A win for them is definitely a win for us. For 
the 2020 academic year, we had 65 scholars who sat for the Kenya Certificate of  
Secondary Education (KCSE) exam in March and April this year. Many of  them 
did extremely well and each of  them has a chance to pursue a God given purpose in 
different career paths. 

In this edition, we celebrate their success and feature a few of  their stories to get an 
insight into their experiences. They also share how their circumstances were made 
different by being part of  the program.

Our joy at Logos is in investing in their education and wholesome growth, and we 
take pride in seeing the scholars grow spiritually, mature physically, excel academically, 
relate intelligently and have community impact.

Join us as we celebrate these results

STORIES OF HOPE & RESILIENCE
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FROM THE STREETS TO 
SUCCESS
JOHN SAMUEL ODONGO

My name is John Samuel Odongo and I joined Logos Scholarship program 
in 2017 when I had given up on continuing with my education because of  the 
numerous challenges I was facing. I lived with my aunt because my mother 
was a serious alcoholic and I had to drop out of  school in form two when my 
aunt passed away as I had no one to pay my school fees and offer me shelter.
For three months I was forced to stay in the streets of  Kawangware helping 
people to carry their luggage to the market and sometimes spending a night 
in the same stalls. The street boys in Kawangware became my family and at 
first I was worried that I would be influenced by drug and substance abuse, 
which was a norm for most of  them.

By God’s grace I met Pastor Hildah with whom I shared my story and she 
promised through Logos to help me go back to school and continue with my 
education though I had to join form one and start again. I was very happy 
as this would help me achieve my aspirations. I jumped up and down in joy 
outside the office. The problem though, was that I still didn’t have a place to 
stay. Logos stepped in and helped me to reunite with my mother.

Logos not only helped me secure a slot at Chelezo high school but also did 
all my shopping. They have supported me with school fees all through my 
secondary education. While in High school I was appointed as the school 
captain because of  my leadership skills, most of  which I had acquired 
through mentorship from Logos.

I managed to get a C+ and I am grateful to God because I will be able to 
join college and since I am passionate about knowledge and sharing skills my 
desire to be a teacher will be fulfilled.

I am forever grateful to Logos for believing in me even when I was in the 
streets and for their immense support.





STRUGGLING TO THE TOP
JOY VALLERY KERUBO

My name is Joy Valerie Kerubo, I am 17 years old and I recently completed 
my secondary school at St. Francis Mang’u where I attained a mean grade 
of  A- of  80 points.

I joined Logos back in 2018 when I was in form 2 and this was a great 
breakthrough for me as my parents were having difficulties raising money 
to facilitate my studies and take care of  my other siblings who were also in 
school.

Logos stepped in and apart from providing financial support they ensured 
that we continued to be positively impacted by our mentors through the 
mentorship program that they have constituted for all scholars during the 
holiday breaks. The various mentors I had collectively shaped me but the 
best mentorship experience I had was made possible by a mentor called Rosa 
Mutero. Although we met once, she really helped me improve in academics 
especially in English. 

As a candidate, the pandemic was a huge setback as learning was interrupted 
and my parents were not able to sustain the online learning because of  the 
cost that came with the daily data bundles to allow me join the classes. I 
knew I had to work extra hard to catch up with my classmates which I did by 
reading my textbooks and class notes.

I experienced spiritual growth through the daily devotional articles they 
provided for every term. Through the devotions I also gained life skills that 
have helped me improve my social relationships. 

I am really obliged to Logos for the remarkable opportunity to undergo 
mentorship and the financial support to enable me conclude my high school 
studies.







LIGHT AT THE END OF 
THE DARK TUNNEL
BRIAN MWANGI

My sleepless nights came to an end on September 2017 as I reported to 
school for the final term of  form one. I was ecstatic and felt quite rejuvenated 
since all my school fee arrears had been cleared by Logos. 

Before then my parents had been very worried about the debt that was 
gradually accumulating. They had tried all they could to secure me a 
scholarship, knocked on many doors but were unfortunately shut out.

It was then that my father heard of  Logos through one of  the Pastors and 
decided to apply. I was accepted and since then, Logos has held my hand 
and been my source of  hope and strength. It was through Logos that I came 
to learn more about God and got a deeper understanding of  the word. I 
have met mentors who have collectively, through their effort, molded me 
into a fine, kind and audacious young man. My grades finally improved 
from poor to best where I got a mean grade of  A- in my KCSE.

Throughout my high school life I have never seen a love and support so 
relentless such as that which Logos has shown me. I am sincerely grateful 
for your ever presence when nobody really was. It is my desire to join 
the University of  Alberta in Canada or the University of  Paris in France 
where I would like to pursue financial engineering as well as International 
Relations. 

I believe 10 years from now I will be the light to a student’s darkness as I 
have also learnt the art of  giving back to the community. Once again thank 
you.



A DREAM COME TRUE
GRACE NYAMBURA

My name is Grace, a scholar of  Logos scholarship fund. I joined the program 
in 2017 after completing my KCPE. My parents couldn’t afford to pay my 
school fee and they sought for help. Luckily I got an opportunity with the Logos 
scholarship program and this meant a lot to me. It was a dream come true as 
prior to that every prospect of  me joining high school seemed hopeless. 

Here I found a family and friends. I was privileged to get financial, spiritual and 
moral support which I do not take for granted. Interacting with friends and my 
mentors is a journey that has actually transformed me positively .I have learned 
a lot. I could share my personal encounters with my mentor with confidence 
and get the comfort and guidance I required and be able to move on.

While in school I was always comfortable as Logos worked tirelessly to ensure 
that I was able to concentrate on my studies with less to worry about furthermore 
going ahead to follow up on how I fared in school during my school term and 
this leaves me greatly indebted to the fund. 

There have been multiple instances especially with the development of  
COVID-19 where I almost succumbed to hopelessness. My school did not have 
the means to facilitate online learning instantaneously and even when they did I 
was unable to attend classes incessantly as I did not have a smartphone that could 
access the internet and I was forced to borrow the neighbor’s. I understood that 
I had to keep studying circumstances notwithstanding because I always wanted 
to be consistent in my studies. I went on to borrow books and revision material 
from friends as my parents could not manage to buy books alongside catering 
for other needs of  the family.

I have a strong desire to join Logos someday probably after I am through with 
my studies. I aspire to inspire other young people with stories like mine and to be 
in a position where I can give back to society through the same manner. I would 
like to send my regards to all those involved in this program. Feel appreciated 
for your effort and I pray that God will always meet you at your points of  need 
and reward you accordingly.





MY DREAMS BECOMING 
A REALITY
LUIZ MUIGAI
I am Luiz Muigai Mwathi from Kikuyu, Kiambu County. I joined Logos 
scholarship fund in 2017 when I was supposed to join form one. I had attained 
403 marks in my KCPE exam and was supposed to join Kagumo High school 
in Nyeri but my parents who could barely afford my upkeep at home let alone 
the money required for my admission to secondary school were unable to 
facilitate further studies.

A teacher at my former school advised me to visit Nairobi Chapel Ngong Road 
where I could apply for a scholarship. There I met a Pastor who interviewed 
me. I explained to him my situation and shared my aspirations. A few weeks 
later we received a call informing me that I had qualified for the scholarship 
and this made me very happy.  With the help of  Logos I was admitted to 
Kagumo High School. That was not the end however. Since 2017 Logos 
scholarship fund has walked with me every step of  the way. They have paid 
my school fees faithfully and even gone further to help me grow spiritually 
and socially.

The scholars’ days have helped me interact with mentors in different paths 
of  life and it has helped me learn a lot. Interaction with my fellow scholars 
at camps has also helped me develop good character and interpersonal skills. 
With the help of  Logos my aspiration of  becoming a doctor is progressively 
becoming a reality. Both of  my parents are small scale farmers who only have 
enough to afford meals at home. All three of  my siblings are jobless and are 
struggling to make ends meet. 

Through Logos however, I now have hope of  easing the burden on my parents 
and siblings and even making life better for them. As the Logos motto states, 
“educating for life and eternity” I now have a better chance at achieving my 
life long dreams. I sat my KCSE and by God’s grace attained an A- . This is all 
courtesy of  my mentors, fellow scholars, parents and Logos scholarship fund 
as a whole for expending effort and faith into my life. God bless Logos.





TRAINING FOR 2020 FORM 4 
LEAVERS
In June we had a KUCCPS (Kenya Universities and Colleges Central 
Placement Services) and HELB training to prepare the scholars for college. 
The HELB training was an eye opener taking the scholars through the 
application process for the Kenyan government loan facility available for 
University students which is paid back once they complete their education. 
The training helped the scholars understand the course selection and loan 
application processes. Hope was restored for those who had not qualified 
for direct entry to the university as through KUCCPPS, regardless of  their 
grades there are courses for all.





Thank You
Furthermore, we would like to express our utmost gratitude to all the 
stakeholders for making this possible. Our mentors have shown great 
consistency and support for the scholars by guiding them through mentorship 
and in their discipleship journeys. All the sponsors for their compassion and 
magnanimity, the parents for their cooperation and everyone else for being 
relentlessly adamant in their specific roles consequently ensuring that Logos 
remains integral and continues to be prolific.



LOCAL TRANSFERS

MPESA TRANSFERS
Paybill Number: 508701 Account Number: Logos Scholarship,

Name of  Scholar 

BANK TRANSFERS 
Bank Name: SBM Bank 

 Account Name: Nairobi Chapel-Logos Scholarship
Account Number: 0012 0058 97011 SWIFT CODE: SBMKKENA    

Bank Code: 60001

INTERNATIONAL TRANSFERS

BENEFICIARY INFORMATION:
Bank Account Name: Nairobi Chapel - Ngong Rd

Country: Kenya  |  Street Address: Ngong Road City: Nairobi
Postal/Zip Code: 00200

CURRENCY: USD
Account Number: 186 525 0147   Bank Name: NCBA BANK

Bank Branchs: PRESTIGE   Bank Code: 07000
SWIFT Code: CBAFKENX

Physical Address & Contact Details: 
Green House, Ngong Road, West Wing, First floor 
suite No. 1
P.O. Box 53635 (00200) Nairobi, Kenya 
Telephone: (+254) 0787 134 668
Email: logosscholarship@nairobichapel.org 

Prayerfully consider sponsoring a child in the Logos Scholarship Fund.
If  you would like to join our team of  mentors, please get in touch using 

the contacts provided.

Thank You


